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Theoretical understanding of deep learning is one of the most important tasks facing the statis-
tics and machine learning communities. While multilayer, or deep, neural networks (DNNs) orig-
inated as models of biological networks in neuroscience [1, 2, 3, 4] and psychology [5, 6], and as
engineering methods [7, 8], they have become a centerpiece of the machine learning (ML) toolbox.
In ML, DNNs are simultaneously one of the simplest and most complex methods. They consist of
many interconnected nodes that are grouped into layers (see Figure 1a), whose operations are stun-
ningly simple; the nth node of the network at a given layer i, xi(n) is simply a nonlinear function
f(·) (e.g. saturating nonlinearity) applied to an affine function of the previous layer
xi(n) = f (wi(n)xi−1 + bi(n)) ,
where xi−1 ∈ RNi is the network node values at the previous layer, wi(n) ∈ RNi is the linear weight
matrix that projects the previous layer to the nth node of the current matrix and bi(n) is the offset
for node n. Even with such simple functions connecting the nodes between layers, the sheer number
of nodes creates an explosion in the number of parameters (wi(n) and bi(n) for all i and n) and
amplifies the effects of the nonlinearities. To add to the complexity, the parameters of the network
(i.e. the weights and offsets across layers) are learned with respect to a cost function relating
the inputs and outputs by gradient descent methods, i.e. various flavors of back-propagation [9].
Despite the resulting complexity, researchers have utilized DNNs to great effect in many important
applications.
The relatively recent success of DNNs in ML, despite their long history, can be attributed
to a “perfect storm” of large labeled datasets [10, 11]; improved hardware [12]; clever parame-
ter constraints [13]; advancements in optimization algorithms [14, 15, 16]; and more open sharing
of stable, reliable code [17] leveraging the latest in methods such as automatic differentiation [18].
Original tasks in which DNNs first provided state-of-the-art results centered around image classifica-
tion [13, 19], which powers devices such as ATMs. While DNNs have spread well beyond to many
other applications (e.g. audio classification [20], probability distribution approximation [21, 22]
etc.), the well publicized success in image classification has encouraged continued work that has
provided other amazing technologies such as real-time text translation [23].
Unfortunately, DNN adoption powered by these successes combined with the open-source nature
of the machine learning community, has outpaced our theoretical understanding. We cannot reliably
identify when and why DNNs will make mistakes. In some applications like text translation these
mistakes may be comical and provide for fun fodder in research talks, a single error can be very
costly in tasks like medical imaging [24]. Additionally, DNNs shown susceptibility to so-called
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adversarial examples, or data specifically designed to fool a DNN [25, 26, 27, 28]. One can generate
such examples with imperceptible deviations from an image, causing the system to mis-classify an
image that is nearly identical to a correctly classified one. Audio adversarial examples can also exert
control over popular systems such as Amazon Alexa or Siri, allowing malicious access to devices
containing personal information [29, 30]. As we utilize DNNs in increasingly sensitive applications,
a better understanding of their properties is thus imperative.
Early theory of DNNs or multi-layered networks (the smooth-nonlinearity versions of the non-
smooth multi-layered perceptrons [31]) were thought of more generally as learning machines and
early theory sought to use statistical learning theory [32, 33, 34] or function approximation the-
ory [35] to analyze quantities such as the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension of DNNs [36].
While these theories address generally the complexity of neural networks with respect to training
data, many important questions pertaining to the expressibility, learning rule efficiency, intuition,
susceptibility to adversarial examples etc. remain.
Recently, a number of theories spanning subsets of these questions have been proposed. These
analyses mostly fall into three main styles of analysis. First are the methods that aim to show
how DNNs perform explicit mathematical tasks by demonstrating how specific combinations of
nonlinearities and weights recover exactly a known (and typically general) function on the data.
The second method tries instead to describe the theoretical limitations and capabilities of the
sequence of functions present in any DNN, again typically with constraints or assumptions about
the nonlinearities and weights. These analyses can also be functions of the data, for example
analyses that try to quantify and understand the cost-function landscape, which depends intimately
on the data used for training (e.g. [37, 38]). The third area of DNN theory that is worthy of note is
the literature analyzing the abilities of specific algorithms to efficiently solve the high-dimensional,
nonlinear optimization programs required to train DNNs (e.g. [39, 40]). These analyses focus on the
interplay between the training algorithm and the properties of DNNs as a mathematical structure.
Advances in analyzing DNNs have included many different sources of intuition, drawn on both
observations about the connections between the local and global computations DNNs perform to
operations from other fields as well as applications of various analysis methods to understand
how these operations interact. For example, the iterative linear-then-threshold structure has been
related to the steps needed to find sparse representations of images [41, 42, 43]. This result draws
connections to temporally un-rolled iterative algorithms that explicitly solve penalized optimization
programs such as basis pursuit de-noising (BPDN, aka LASSO). Specifically, solving the regularized
least-squares optimization
arg min
β
[‖y −Aβ‖+ λR(β)] , (1)
via a proximal projection method amounts to iteratively calculating
β̂t+1 = Pλ
(
β̂t +A
T
(
y −Aβ̂t)
))
, (2)
where Pλ(z) is the nonlinearity that calculates the proximal projection minβ ‖z−β‖22 +λR(β). In
the case where the regularization function R(·) is separable, the proximal projection is a point-wise
nonlinearity, mimicking the form of DNNs. Treating β̂t at each algorithmic iteration as a different
set of variables, these variables can be considered the node values at different layers of a deep
neural network with weights ATA + I between layers, a bias ATy at each layer the nonlinearity
defined by the proximal projection. This example gives a flavor of how the network weights and
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nonlinearity can be mapped to a specific operation to understand the functionality of DNNs. A
more global computational interpretation looks at the computation of all layers as a whole, drawing
a connection to tensor decompositions and classification based on tensor inner products [44, 45]. A
non-exhaustive list of additional interpretations and analysis thus far includes:
• Complexity analysis such as Chaitin-Kolmogorov complexity [46], Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC)
dimension calculations [47, 48, 36, 49, 50, 51], sample-complexity analysis [52], Lipshitz-based
generalization bounds [53]
• analysis of the ability of deep networks as function approximators [35, 54, 55, 56, 57]
• inspirations from physics (including low-dimensional structure [58], renormalization [59], tools
from high-dimensional statistical mechanics [60], quantum entanglement [61, 62] and connec-
tions to the information bottleneck [63])
• chemistry (in interpreting the energy landscape [37])
• connections to wavelet transforms and invariance [64, 65, 66]
• connections to message passing algorithms that marginalize nuisance variables [67]
• generalization analysis via cost-function maxima [38]
• high-dimensional probability theory for analyzing the network Jacobaian [68, 69] or layer-wise
Gramm matrix [70]
• equivalence to Gaussian processes in certain limiting cases [71]
• equivalence of DNNs to hierarchical tensor decompositions [44, 45, 72]
• relations to better understood single-layer networks [73, 74]
• analysis of the invertability and information retention through CNN layers [75, 76]
• complexity analysis on the learnability of neural networks [77]
• algebraic topology approaches to understanding the complexity of data and choosing DNN
architectures [78]
• probing DNN functionality using tools from psychology [79]
• empirical analysis via influence functions [80]
• analysis of specific counter-examples [81, 82]
• DNN compression-based generalization analysis [83]
• interpretations as hierarchical kernel machines [84]
• information theory [85]
• analysis of the role of layered representations on DNN properties via the learning dynamics [86,
87, 88, 89, 90]
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• speed and accuracy guarantees (or lack thereof) of learning methods for DNNs [91, 92, 93,
94, 39, 95, 96]
This list, which still omits specialized analyses of specific optimization tricks such as dropout [97]
and newer architectures such as generative adversarial networks (GANS) [98, 99] or deep recurrent
networks [100], demonstrates just how relentless the search for meaning in DNNs has become. In the
breadth of possible interpretations, some interesting points begin to emerge. For one, there seems
to be a limitless number of interpretations for DNNs, apparently constrained only by the lens by
which the mathematical operations are viewed. Physics interpretations stem from researchers with
a physics background. Connections to sparsity and wavelets come from researchers well known for
important contributions to those fields. Ultimately, the interpretation of DNNs appears to mimic
a type of Rorschach test — a psychological test wherein subjects interpret a series of seemingly
ambiguous ink-blots [101] (see Figure 1). Rorschach tests depend not only on what (the result)
a subject sees in the ink-blots but also on the reasoning (methods used) behind the subject’s
perception, thus making the analogy particularly apropos.
Figure 1: What do you see? DNNs can be viewed in many ways. 1a. Stylistic example of a DNN
with an input layer (red), output layer (blue) and two hidden layers (green); example “ink blot”
for DNN theory. 1b. Example (normalized) ink blot from the Rorschach test.
On the one hand, is unsurprising given DNNs status as arbitrary function approximators. Spe-
cific network weights and nonlinearities allow DNNs to easily adapt to various narratives. On the
other hand, they are not unique in their permitting multiple interpretations. One can likewise view
standard, simpler, algorithms through various lenses. For example one can derive the Kalman filter
— a time-tested algorithm for tracking a vector over time — from at least three interpretations: :
the orthogonality principle [102], Bayesian maximum a-priori estimation [103, 104], and low-rank
updates for least-squares optimization [105]. These three derivations allow people with different
mathematical mindsets (i.e., linear algebra versus probability theory) to understand the algorithm.
Yet compared to DNNs, the Kalman filter is simple, consisting of only a handful of linear-
algebraic operations. It’s function is completely understood, allowing each viewpoint to be val-
idated despite the different underlying philosophies. Similar validation for DNN theory requires
a convergence of the literature. We must distinguish between universal results that are invariant
to the analysis perspective and those that are specific to a particular network configuration. A
healthy debate is already underway, with respect to the information bottleneck interpretation of
DNNs [63, 106]. We must also better understand how the functions DNNs perform, their mathe-
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matical properties, and the impact of the optimization methods interact. The complexity of DNNs,
however, introduces many challenges. For one, many standard tools (e.g. for understanding how
models generalize from training data [107] or empirically assessing important network features [108])
are difficult to apply to DNNs. Luckily, there is no shortage of excitement, and we continue to
enhance our understanding of DNNs with time. The community is also beginning to coalesce, and
dedicated meetings like recent workshops at the Conference on Neural Information Processing Sys-
tems (NIPS) and the recent Mathematical Theory of Deep Neural Network symposium at Princeton
University, will further accelerate our pace.
Additionally, it is worth mentioning that a similar branching of neural network analysis —
separating out what functions they can solve and the generic properties they have — has occurred
for recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [2] as well. Separate literatures have evolved to analyze
the functions (typically as an optimization functions) RNNs can solve [109, 110, 111] and what
generic properties such networks can have (e.g. the low-dimensional dynamics [112, 113] eigenvalue
structure [114], expressiveness [115] or short-term memory of RNNs [116, 117, 118, 119, 120]).
These questions are especially pertinent given the current rise in the use of RNNs in fields such
as neuroscience (e.g. [121, 122, 123, 124]). Like the DNN literature, a bridging between these two
distinct ways of analyzing the same mathematical object has not yet taken place and will similarly
be key to substantial progress in our understanding of these systems.
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